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Introduction: In Asian countries, reluctance to seek pharmacological intervention is a major
barrier for smoking cessation. Culturally appropriate decision aids are expected to help people
in the decision making for the use of smoking cessation medication.
Objective: The aim of this study was to develop a culturally tailored decision aid for smoking
cessation and evaluate its effect on the use of smoking cessation medication.
Patients and methods: A 7-minute video on smoking cessation information and options was
developed. Physicians were randomized into intervention and control groups. The decision aid
was provided to patients in the intervention group, and they watched it, while those in the control group were provided usual medical care for smoking cessation. The primary outcome was
the proportion of smokers who were prescribed smoking cessation medication within 1 month
after consultation. The secondary outcomes were abstinence rate and use of smoking cessation
medication within 6 months. A logistic regression analysis was used to assess the effect of the
decision aid on the outcomes.
Results: In total, 414 current smokers (intervention group: 195; control group: 219) were
enrolled. The mean age of the participants was 48.2 years, and 381 subjects (92%) were males.
In total, 11.8% of the participants in the intervention group and 10.5% in the control group
were prescribed smoking cessation medications within 1 month. The odds ratio was 1.02
(95% CI: 0.40–2.63) after adjustment for baseline characteristics. Within 6 months, 17.4% of the
participants in the intervention group and 15% in the control group were prescribed medication
(adjusted odds ratio 1.12, 95% CI: 0.59–2.13).
Conclusion: The culturally tailored smoking cessation decision aid developed in this study
did not show a significant impact on the decision to use smoking cessation medication. Further
research to develop more effective and more interactive interventions is expected.
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While pharmacological intervention, especially drug prescription, is recommended as the
most effective therapy for smoking cessation,1,2 only a few smokers take such medications. This reflects a serious underutilization of the pharmacological intervention,3 which,
in the Asian population, is as equally effective as that in their Western counterparts.4
However, data from the Korean National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey show
that only 0.7% of current or former smokers reported that they had been prescribed smoking cessation medications,3 which is far less than the rates reported from the US, the UK,
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and Switzerland.5–7 Although the rate of smokers is decreasing
in Korea,8 in 2013, it was still estimated to be 22.8% in the
general population and 42.1% in men.9 It would be important
to encourage pharmacological therapy for smoking cessation,
in order to decrease the smoking rate in Korea.
Culture might affect the treatment-seeking behavior rel
ated to smoking cessation. For example, reluctance to use
smoking cessation medication has been identified as the
most important barrier to successful smoking cessation in the
general Korean population.10 In some multiethnic research
studies, Asians were more reluctant to receive medical care
for addictive disorders.11–13 They reported the fear of stigma
after receiving medical support for such mental diseases.
Especially in Korea, smoking has been considered just a
habit and not a disorder.8 In addition, Asians tend to regard
Western medicine as too “strong” for them and express the
fear of side effects of such medication.12,14,15 These cultural
factors may have been barriers for seeking pharmacological
therapy for smoking cessation in Korea. Understanding the
Korean smoker’s perspectives on the methods of smoking
cessation might be a key to the development of effective
smoking cessation intervention for this population.
Patient decision aids are tools that help people become
involved in the decision making by providing information
about the options and outcomes and by clarifying personal
values. They promote shared decision making between the
patient and practitioner, save the physician’s time, and reduce
practice variation. Regarding smoking cessation, patient
decision aids have been developed to help the patients decide
on whether to quit smoking or not (National Heath Service,
UK) and on whether to use smoking cessation medication
or not (Healthwire, USA).16 However, such decision aids
have targeted Western populations alone, thus limiting the
generalizability of their utility in populations from other
cultures. To the best of best knowledge, there is no decision
aid specifically tailored for Korean smokers.
The objective of this study was to develop a culturally
tailored decision aid for smoking cessation and to evaluate
its effect on deciding to use smoking cessation medication.
We expected that a culturally tailored smoking cessation
decision aid would increase the usage of smoking cessation
medication and enhance the smoking quit rate.

Patients and methods
Patients
The survey was conducted in the outpatient clinic of the
Department of Family Medicine and the Health Screening
Center of Seoul National University Hospital in Seoul,
Republic of Korea. The participants included the patients who
1930
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visited the physicians from March 2013 to January 2015. The
inclusion criteria were patients who were currently smoking,
having smoked at least one puff in the past 7 days, and
being $18 years old. Patients who were currently enrolled
in other substance abuse treatment programs, who were
pregnant, and who were not able to communicate in Korean
were excluded. This study was approved by the institutional
review board (IRB) of Seoul National University Hospital
(IRB No 1202-032-397; Figure 1).

Instruments and variables
Development of decision aids

We developed a 7-minute long animated video containing
information and options about smoking cessation. The contents were developed through a rigorous process of literature review,11,12,14,15,17–23 qualitative interviews with Korean
smokers, and expert opinions from health care professionals.
From the reviewed literature, it was suggested that Koreans
regard smoking as a habit, not an addiction.10,11 In addition,
the literature and qualitative interviews with smokers and
experts revealed that Koreans have exaggerated concerns
about the side effects of medication. Thus, in developing the
decision aid, we focused on explaining smoking as nicotine
dependency that needs clinical treatment and provided correct
information, including the side effects of smoking cessation
medication. The video contained 1) the risks of continued
smoking; 2) the low success rate (3%–5%) of an unaided quit
attempt; 3) nicotine addiction and the role of the dopaminergic system; 4) the roles and options of smoking cessation
medication; and 5) the options such as nicotine replacement
therapy, bupropion, and varenicline. When presenting the
options, information on the basic mechanisms and reported
efficacy, the potential side effects, and medication costs
were also included. The video concluded with an emphasis
on the efficacy of smoking cessation medication therapy and
an introduction of our smoking cessation clinic. The animation was developed such that it could be streamed on a tablet
computer (iPad) at the clinic (Figure 2).

Baseline variables
We developed a questionnaire to assess baseline information. The questionnaire included the Fagerstrom test for
nicotine dependence (FTND) to measure the level of nicotine
dependency24 and the stage of change for smoking (no intention, precontemplation, contemplation, and preparation).25
The Korean version of the FTND was validated with high
reliability (Cronbach’s alpha =0.69) and adequate validity (r=0.56 with expiratory carbon monoxide level). 26
Self-assessed health (on a 5-point Likert scale), the level of
Patient Preference and Adherence 2016:10
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Figure 1 Study scheme.

motivation, and self-efficacy for smoking cessation (10-point
Likert scale, each) were enquired with each single-item
rating scale, which are commonly used forms for studies of

health behavior change.27,28 In addition, we added questions
on history of smoking (amount and years of smoking) and
previous cessation attempts (number and mean values of
attempts). The item on self-assessed health was used from
the Korea National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
questionnaire.29,30 The questions on stage of change and
motivation and self-efficacy for smoking cessation were
developed by translation and back translation of the English
items by the researchers of this study.

Outcome variables

Figure 2 The decision aid developed and used in the present study.
Note: Used with permission of HealthBreeze (animation Link https://youtu.be/
E1s0qts9HTI; short URL http://goo.gl/LNmCA2).
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The primary outcome of the study was the proportion of
smokers who were prescribed smoking cessation medication within 1 month after the consultation. One month after
the baseline visit, we reviewed the medical records of the
participants to identify whether they were prescribed smoking cessation medications from Seoul National University
Hospital, within the first month since the consultation.
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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The secondary outcomes were the abstinence rate (point
prevalence) and use of smoking cessation medication within
6 months. Six months after the initial consultation, we followed up the participants by telephone and reviewed their
medical records from Seoul National University Hospital.
We asked for their current smoking status and smoking
amount if they were still smoking and the use of smoking
cessation medication (regardless of whether the prescription
was made in the same hospital or at other places). Those who
quit smoking or reduced their smoking amount compared
with the baseline amount were considered as reductions in
smoking amount in the analyses.

Procedure and data analysis
Cluster randomization
This study was designed as a clustered randomization trial.
Physicians, not the patients, were randomized so that different
practice styles for consultation among the physicians could
be randomized. Only clinical fellows and third year residents
of the Department of Family Medicine were included to
minimize the physicians’ cohort effect. In addition, since
professors have higher clinical burden, it was impractical to
include them in the study. The physicians were randomized
by randomizing their consultation rooms. Each physician
was assigned his/her own consultation room for each weekly
consultation session for 1 year. Four consultation rooms in
a row were assigned for the control and intervention groups
in turns. The assignment was alternated each month to make
a crossover design. In the even months, the even-numbered
rooms were assigned to the intervention group, and in the
odd months, the odd-numbered rooms were assigned to the
intervention group. In this design, one physician was assigned
to the intervention and control groups, alternatively, month by
month. For example, if a physician was assigned Consultation Room 3, he/she was assigned to the control group in the
even months and the intervention group in the odd months.
Thus, the number of physicians in the two arms was same.
The cluster size was 21 (Figure 1).
Patients’ informed consent was waived by the IRB as
our study intervention carried minimal risks for patients
and the consent process itself could disproportionately influence the consent rate between the intervention and control
groups. As patients in the intervention group had to watch
a 7-minute video, it was expected that those who were less
interested in smoking cessation might reject participation
in the study. Especially, in intervention studies using educational programs, it has been recognized that the consent
process itself can influence the volition to take the educational
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intervention, making the studies less scientific.31,32 Therefore, in many previous clustered randomization trials using
educational materials for smoking cessation, the consent
process was waived.33–35 Thus, in the present study, physicians verbally explained the study procedures briefly when
they provided consultations about smoking cessation and
enrolled the patients who did not refuse to participate. This
clinical trial was registered at ClinicalTrial.gov (identifier:
NCT01566097).

Sample size calculation

We assumed that ~10% of current smokers who visit a
primary care clinic use smoking cessation medication (control) and that usage of smoking cessation medication would
increase up to 25% with the intervention (decision aid).
Assuming 80% power with 5% significance level (twotailed), 100 subjects per group (200 subjects in total) would
be necessary for a standard randomization trial. Adjusting
for clustering effect by considering the mean cluster size of
21 and an intracluster correlation coefficient of 0.05,36 the
required sample was 200 subjects per group (400 subjects
in total).37 The intracluster correlation coefficient values
were 0.21 for the primary outcome variable (medication use
in 1 month) and 0.10 for the secondary outcome variable
(medication use in 6 months) in this study.

Study procedure
During enrollment, every participant filled a questionnaire.
The routine assessment took only 1–2 minutes for most
patients. After completing the questionnaire, the decision aid
(7-minute video) was provided to the patients in the intervention group and they watched it. After that, physicians gave
a brief consultation about smoking problems or prescribed
medications if patients asked for it. If the patient did not show
interest in smoking cessation, the physician only provided
the routine medical care (on average, 5–15 minutes). If the
patient was interested in smoking cessation, it took additional
time for smoking cessation counseling and prescription (usually additional 5–10 minutes). The patients in the control
group were not provided the decision aid and any proactive
smoking cessation counseling or prescription. The usual
medical care for the control group also took 5–15 minutes.

Statistical analyses
Baseline characteristics were summarized by descriptive
statistics, mean, number, and rate. Each characteristic was
compared between the control and intervention groups using a
Student’s t-test and chi-square test. To investigate the impact
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of the decision aid on the outcomes, univariate and multivariate logistic regression tests were used, with accounting for the
clustering effect of nesting physicians (xtmelogit command of
STATA for a multilevel analysis of binary outcome variables).
The STATA software (Version 13.0; StataCorp LP, College
Station, TX, USA) was used for all statistical analyses.

Results
Participants’ characteristics
A total of 414 current smokers were enrolled, from which
195 were assigned to the intervention group and the remaining 219 patients to the control group. The mean age of the
participants was 48.2 years and most of them were male
(92%). None of the characteristics was significantly different
between the control and intervention groups (Table 1).

Impact of the smoking cessation
decision aid
With reference to starting smoking cessation medication
within 1 month, 11.8% of the participants in the intervention group and 10.5% in the control group were prescribed
medication based on the medical record review. The odds

ratio was 1.09 (95% CI: 0.44–2.70) and it was 1.02 (95%
CI: 0.40–2.63) after adjusting for baseline characteristics.
Within 6 months, 17.4% of the participants in the intervention
group and 15% in the control group were prescribed medication based on self-report. The odds ratio was 1.12 (95%
CI: 0.59–2.13) in the multivariate model. Within the intervention group, 19.4% quitted smoking within 6 months and 14%
did so in the control group. The odds ratio was 1.54 (95%
CI: 0.83–2.87) in the multivariate model. Almost the same
proportion of participants reduced smoking amounts (45%
in the intervention group vs 45.5% in the control group).
No other baseline characteristics were associated with the
primary or secondary outcomes (Table 2).

Discussion
In the current study, we developed a culturally tailored smoking cessation decision aid and evaluated its effect on the
decision to use smoking cessation medication. Contrary to
our expectations, the decision aid did not show a significant
impact on the decision to use smoking cessation medication.
In addition, it did not affect quitting smoking and the amount
reduction after 6 months.

Table 1 Baseline characteristics
Control
(n=219)
n
Age (years), mean (SD)
Sex
Male
Female
Smoking
Amount of smoking per day, mean (SD)
Years of smoking, mean (SD)
Fagerstrom score, mean (SD)
Previous cessation attempt
Yes
Mean number of attempts (SD)
Unaided quit attempt
Nicotine replacement therapy
Prescription drug (bupropion, varenicline)
Public health center (smoking cessation counseling)
Quitline
Herbal medicine/acupuncture
No
Stages of change
Preparation stage
Contemplation stage
Precontemplation stage
Do not want to stop smoking at all
Motivation, mean (SD)a
Self-efficacy, mean (SD)a

Intervention
(n=195)
%

48.4 (12.4)
197
22

n

Total
(N=414)
%

n

48.0 (13.3)
90.0
10.1

17.6 (10.0)
25.6 (11.3)
3.3 (2.7)

184
11

77.2

80
35
79
13
6.8 (2.5)
6.3 (3.9)

38.7
16.9
38.2
6.3

55.3
21.5
7.3
9.1
0.9
5.5
22.8

%

48.2 (12.8)
94.4
5.6

16.8 (8.2)
24.5 (11.9)
3.5 (2.7)

169
3.3 (3.6)
121
47
16
20
2
12
50

P-value

381
33

0.763
92.0
8.0

17.2 (9.2)
25.1 (11.6)
3.4 (2.7)

141
4.4 (9.3)
110
48
13
29
3
9
54

72.3

77
20
73
17
6.4 (2.7)
6.2 (2.5)

41.2
10.7
39.0
9.1

56.4
24.6
6.7
9.7
1.5
4.6
27.7

0.099

0.388
0.315
0.408

310
3.8 (6.8)
231
95
29
39
5
21
104

74.9

157
55
152
30
6.6 (2.6)
6.3 (3.3)

39.9
14.0
38.6
7.6

55.8
23.0
7.0
9.4
1.2
5.1
25.1

0.255
0.191
0.813
0.446
0.799
0.832
0.561
0.689

0.271

0.118
0.795

Note: aMotivation and self-efficacy for smoking cessation was assessed by a 10-point scale (1: not at all to 10: very much).
Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.
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Control
(n=219)
Medication prescribed within 1 month (medical record)b
Yes (prescribed)
No
Medication prescribed within 6 months (self-report)b
Yes
No
Smoking cessation after 6 months (self-report)
Yes
No
Smoking amount reduced after 6 months (self-report)
Yes
No

OR (95% CI)

aOR (95% CI)a

n

%

n

%

23
196

10.5
89.5

23
172

11.8
88.2

1.09 (0.44–2.70)
1.00

1.02 (0.40–2.63)
1.00

30
170

15.0
85.0

24
114

17.4
82.6

1.26 (0.68–2.35)
1.00

1.12 (0.59–2.13)
1.00

28
172

14.0
86.0

25
104

19.4
80.6

1.48 (0.82–2.67)
1.00

1.54 (0.83–2.87)
1.00

91
109

45.5
54.5

58
71

45.0
55.0

0.98 (0.62–1.56)
1.00

0.97 (0.59–1.57)
1.00

Notes: aEach analysis was adjusted for age, sex, Fagerstrom score, number of smoking cessation attempts, smoking cessation stage, and confidence for smoking cessation.
b
Medication includes nicotine replacement therapy, bupropion, or varenicline.
Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; aOR, adjusted odds ratio.

In developing the decision aid, to identify the cultural
barriers for use of smoking cessation medication unique to
the Asian culture, especially in Korea, we reviewed previous studies11,12,14,15,17–23 and conducted qualitative interviews
with smokers and smoking cessation experts. In one Korean
study that investigated the physician’s perception about current smoking cessation interventions and practice, patients’
misunderstanding that “smoking is not an addiction but is
just a habit” was recognized as the most common reason for
smoking cessation treatment failure.10 Similarly, the shame in
asking for help for an addictive disorder was identified as one
of the most recognized cultural barriers in an Asian American
population, leading to an underutilization of addiction
treatment.11 Asians’ general reluctance to use mental health
services and their fear for the stigma of lacking willpower
might be some hypothesized examples of culture-specific
barriers to medication use.15,19–22 Especially in the Korean
culture, which is strongly influenced by Confucianism, endurance and self-control are valued.17,19 This might affect helpseeking behavior for smoking cessation. In this context, we
emphasized in the video aid that smoking is not just a habit
but is nicotine dependency, which needs medical support.
Additionally, more universal barriers could be the lack of
knowledge of possible treatment options and their efficacy
and concerns about their side effects. In a study that analyzed
the nationwide trends in using smoking cessation medication in Korea, there was an increasing trend for nicotine
replacement therapy, which is an over-the-counter medication, but medication prescription did not show any increase.
This confirms that such cultural barriers also exist in Korea.
Meanwhile, education on smoking cessation was associated
with smoking cessation use.3 Our qualitative interview with
the smokers and physicians prior to the development of the
1934
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decision aid also confirmed this barrier as the important one.
Therefore, the decision aid was developed to address this
issue specifically.
Furthermore, fear regarding the side effects of the
medication and possible concerns regarding the cost of
the medication might also affect the decision for seeking
medication. In previous studies, Asians tended to regard
Western medications as too strong for them and showed an
immoderate fear regarding its side effects. Therefore, they
would depend on Asian herbal medicine or waited for selfhealing.12,14,15 These issues were addressed within the decision
aid by providing correct information on the side effects and
cost of the medication.
Logically, we expected that our culturally tailored smoking cessation decision aid applied during routine primary
care would increase the participants’ knowledge about the
efficacy of smoking cessation medications. We also anticipated people with positive attitudes toward smoking cessation
medications would increase, encouraging people to discuss
about smoking cessation medication with their physicians,
and ultimately increase the usage of smoking cessation
medication and enhance smoking quitting rate. However, the
actual results were not consistent with our hypotheses.
The reasons for the absence of impact are not clear. There
might be several reasons for the lack of efficacy. First, the
decision aid was tailored for Korean cultural factors, but a
personalized approach could not be achieved sufficiently.
People have various reasons for continuing smoking and/or
considering smoking cessation, and many smokers have
ambivalent attitudes toward smoking cessation. Motivational
interviewing, which is effective and is recommended for
smoking cessation consultation, is a directive, client-centered
counseling style for eliciting behavior change by helping
Patient Preference and Adherence 2016:10
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clients to explore and resolve ambivalence.38 Our educational
video material, which was provided to all the participants,
could not adapt to such personal differences, and information on the efficacy, side effects, and costs of the smoking
cessation medications are only few components of such a
decisional balance for most smokers. Therefore, our standard
video material might have not been sufficient to motivate the
people to attempt quitting and to promote their decisions to
use smoking cessation medication for their treatment. If we
had routinely offered intensive smoking cessation consultation, such as motivational interviewing after seeing the educational video so that we could address their personal barriers,
the decision aid could have had some synergistic effects.
However, such a design would not allow us to evaluate the
efficacy of our simple and scalable intervention per se.
Second, it could be possible that the information on the
potential side effects and costs negatively affected the decision of the smokers to use smoking cessation treatment. From
previous studies, the safety of smoking cessation medications
was reported as a reason for their underuse.39 In the US, twothirds of smokers believed that “nicotine is as harmful as cigarettes are”.39 In fact, after the FDA’s communications about
the possible safety concerns about varenicline, a decline in
its use was observed.40 In addition, when the present study
was conducted, the smoking cessation medications were not
reimbursed in Korea, and the medication was not provided
as a part of this study. The medication cost for varenicline
or bupropion was ~200–300 dollars for 12 weeks, which
might be somewhat expensive for many smokers to pay for
themselves. In Korea, before the medication was reimbursed
in 2015, the high cost of smoking cessation medication was
considered as one of the most important barriers for smoking
cessation. We tried to provide not exaggerated, but correct
information on smoking cessation medication. However,
the information on the potential side effects and costs might
have discouraged some smokers from deciding to start medication. Nonetheless, most patients desire to receive all the
information concerning the possible adverse effects of any
prescribed medication from the physicians.41 Physicians also
need to explain both the pros and cons of a medication, as it
is unfair to emphasize on the efficacy alone. Accordingly, the
decision aid should address both sides adequately.
This study has some limitations. First, we did not
investigate the smokers’ attitudes toward smoking cessation treatment and medication before and after the study.
This information might have been useful in the interpretation
of our null results. Second, knowledge of treatment options
was also not assessed before and after the study procedure,
so knowledge improvement from watching the video aid was
Patient Preference and Adherence 2016:10
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not assessed. Third, it was conducted in only one outpatient
department of a tertiary referral hospital in Korea. Therefore,
the findings were subject to selection bias and limited generalizability. Fourth, the smoking status was not verified by
objective means such as urine nicotine concentration.
However, to our knowledge, this was the first study to adopt
patient decision aids to promote smoking cessation medication
by considering the important cultural barriers in Korea. Our
study suggests that implementing a video decision aid developed to provide information on the smoking cessation medication, by considering the cultural context of reluctance in using
medication for smoking cessation, in the context of routine
primary care is not effective. While our results were not successful in increasing the use of smoking cessation medication
or smoking cessation, we believe that our experience would be
helpful for future researchers to develop more effective, more
interactive, and personally tailored interventions.
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